
Men's ski jacket FUNDANGO-Ryder Jacket-575-rock

Available sizes Reference number Ean number Quantity
S 779652 5996428469244 3 ks
M 779653 5996428469251 3+
L 779654 5996428469268 3+
XL 779655 5996428469275 3+
XXL 779656 5996428469282 3+

Suggested retail price: 179.99 € s DPH

Description

Men's jacket by Fundango brand. The ski jacket for men has a modern print. The loose fit and functional properties
will make it your favorite companion during winter fun. In winter, you will be warmed by a warm filling made of
synthetic material, which helps maintain the heat produced by the body and prevents heat loss. The necessary
breathability was also preserved. The advantage of the men's windbreaker is its Dripex membrane with a water
column of 10,000 mm. The waterproof jacket has a built-in hood with drawstrings. The jacket has undergone a
hydrophobic DWR treatment, so water runs off it and does not soak inside.

The ski windbreaker fastens with a zipper, which is protected from the outside by a protective flap against the wind.
It has five outer pockets. Two on the hips, two on the chest and one on the skipass sleeve. The ventilation holes in
the armpits for regulating body temperature are also an advantage. The black windbreaker has inner cuffs with
thumb holes and outer adjustable cuffs with velcro. The cuffs keep your hands warm without restricting free
movement. Welded seams in the most critical places are a bonus. A stylish winter jacket will please all active men.

Product details:

men's ski jacket
all-over trendy print
free cut
built-in hood with drawstring
Dripex membrane
hydrophobic DWR treatment
warm synthetic filling
zip fastening with external wind protection flap
welded seams
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two side pockets
two chest pockets
sleeve pocket
ventilation holes in the armpit
inner cuffs with thumb holes
outer cuffs with Velcro
breathability: 8,000 g/m2/h.
water resistance: 10,000mm
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